Early modern poetry and religious prose; critical and poststructuralist theory; poetics; reading practice and the history of reading; Reformation history and theology; economic history 
It argues that these poets advance immanent notions of value and utility that counter those of a comparative market economy.
"Learning from Poetry: Renaissance Verse and the Problems of Education": monograph that explores Renaissance poetry's depictions of empirical and epiphanic learning. It maintains that Shakespeare's, Donne's, Herbert's, and Milton's verse reveal the limitations of problem-solving as an educational structure and style.
"Theoretical Approaches to Andrew Marvell," Co-edited with Ben LaBreche: special issue of Marvell Studies that focuses on examples of and arguments for alternative conceptual approaches to the poetry and prose of Andrew Marvell. Publication date: October 2018. meets with students about common application problems in early September; organizes mock interviews in November and December; and reviews research and teaching presentations for on-campus interviews in January. Prior to my tenure as director, I offered job-searchpreparation workshops for students, including one dedicated to applying for community college positions.
HONORS AND AWARDS
Director of Graduate Studies (fall 2012-summer 2016): In addition to the formal job search program, I organized changes to the department's preliminary exam format to decrease time to degree. I also developed a professionalization course that revolves around documents (annual performance summaries; grant applications; article reviews) that students will produce as assistant professors.
The Humanities Forum, Co-director (fall 2006-present): I co-direct the Humanities Forum, which hosts a speaker series focusing on the value of the liberal arts in university education and organized local outreach events, ranging from book clubs to film screenings. In summer 2011, we won a grant from the Illinois Humanities Council ($5000; $14,666 in on-campus matching funds) to support our 2011-2012 program, "Trauma and the Humanities." This program brought Jonathan Shay, a MacArthur fellow, to campus to speak on the use of classical literature in treating post-traumatic stress disorder. Theory Reading Group, Advisor (spring 2007 Advisor (spring -fall 2012 : I served as the advisor for this reading group, which several graduate students revived. We met once a semester to discuss recent theoretical work that students would not usually find on seminar reading lists. 
Committee Service

